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Credit and monetary policy, the primary func-
tion of the Federal Reserve System, exerts its
influence on the levels of economic activity and
prices largely through its effect on the volume,
availability, and cost of credit. The results of the
policy are reflected in the quantity of money and
in the introduction of new money into the monetary
system. For this reason, an essential preface to the
study of credit and monetary policy is a considera-
tion of the meaning of money and of the factors
influencing the quantity of money.
This article serves as an introduction to later
articles considering the purposes, instruments, and
effects of credit and monetary policy by providing
a brief description of the working of the monetary
system in the United States. It considers the nature
of money and the assets which may be appropriately
classified as money; major factors entering into
changes in the quantity of money; general forces
underlying the need of the economy for money;
and the nature of reserve banking measures that
influence expansion of the money supply.
DEFINITION OF MONEY
Money is defined in terms of the functions it per-
forms. Definitions of money differ in accordance
with the emphasis given to particular functions.
Usually money is defined in terms of one or more
of its three main functions: (1) as a medium of
exchange; (2) as a store of purchasing power; and
(3) as a standard of value.
The first function relates to the fact that money
is generally used to make payments for goods
and on debts. Through this use money has a direct
impact on markets and prices. Currency and com-
mercial bank demand deposits are generally ac-
cepted as media of exchange in the United States.
1This is the first of a series of articles considering the
operation of credit and monetary policy in the United States.
These articles are based on selected replies submitted early
in 1952 by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System to a questionnaire from the Subcommittee on Gen-
eral Credit Control and Debt Management of the Con-
gressional Joint Committee on the Economic Report.
The material selected has been modified and expanded in
order to bring it up to date and to fill gaps in content
resulting from the fact that the original material was
organized in reply to definite questions.
Preparation of the articles is under the direction of Ralph
A. Young, Director of the Division of Research and Statistics.
The second function refers to the fact that money
is held as a store of generalized purchasing power
to be drawn on in the near or distant future. In-
deed, the actual process of payment requires a very
short time, and currency and demand deposits are
always held for some period of time by their re-
cipients in anticipation of the next use as a medium
of exchange. While held, they provide a store of
liquidity for their owners. The store-of-purchas-
ing-power function can also be performed by an
asset that does not itself serve as a means of pay-
ment if there is confidence that it can be converted
into currency or demand deposits without undue
loss or great delay. Time deposits with com-
mercial and mutual savings banks meet this
requirement. The existence of liquid assets of
this nature makes possible smaller holdings of
media of exchange in relation to the volume of
payments.
The third function refers to the fact that prices
and debts are generally expressed in terms of the
monetary unit—in the United States, in terms of
the dollar. The dollar, which is defined by law in
terms of a weight of gold, is the unit for valuing
current goods and for stating obligations due in
the future.
Standard of value. The concept of money as a
standard of value is abstract. It has no direct use-
fulness in the measurement of the quantity of
money. Prices and debts are stated in terms of
dollars without reference to the form which money
may take, whether bank deposits or currency.
Changes in the quantity of money, however, have
an important influence on the value of money.
Just as the value of goods may be stated in terms
of the monetary unit, so the value of the monetary
unit may be stated in terms of the goods that it
will buy. Thus, an increase in prices may be looked
upon as a decline in the value of money, and a
decline in prices as an increase in rhe value of
money.
Relative stability of the value of the monetary
unit is essential for the performance of the standard-
of-value function. Indeed, in areas of the world
undergoing very drastic inflation, prices and debts
have sometimes been stated in terms of specific
goods or foreign currencies, even though currency
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or deposits valued in terms of the original monetary
unit of the country continued to serve as media of
exchange.
Medium of exchange. As noted, currency and
commercial bank demand deposits are generally ac-
cepted media of exchange and stores of purchas-
ing power. Time deposits held with commer-
cial and mutual savings banks are not used as a
means of payment but do serve as a store of purchas-
ing power. The amounts of these assets at 10-year





NOTE.—June 30 data. Demand deposits adjusted exclude
U. S. Government and interbank deposits and items in process
of collection. Time deposits include those in mutual savings
banks and in the Postal Savings System as well as in com-
mercial banks but exclude U. S. Government and interbank
deposits.
As used in this article, the term currency includes
paper money and coins. Only the Federal Reserve
System and the Treasury now issue currency. The
major part of currency consists of Federal Reserve
notes, with most of the rest in the form of silver
certificates and coins issued by the Treasury.
Demand deposits held with commercial banks,
which are transferred by means of checks, have for
many years constituted the major media of exchange.
Only those demand deposits and currency that
are held by the public are used as media of ex-
change in the commonly accepted sense. To
include both these and also the coin and bullion,
paper money, and deposits held as reserves by
the banking and monetary system would involve
double counting. This becomes clear when one
considers that the monetary system in the United
States is so organized that some forms of money,
frequently referred to as reserve money, serve as
immediate or ultimate backing for the forms that
are used as means of payment. This reserve
money in a sense is immobilized as long as the
money issued on the basis of it is outstanding.
Gold, which serves as a means of settlement of
international accounts, is purely reserve money do-
mestically. All gold in this country is held by the
Treasury and it cannot be used legally for making
domestic payments. Instead, the Treasury issues
gold certificates to the Federal Reserve Banks on the
basis of the gold, and these serve the Federal Re-
serve Banks as reserves behind their note and
deposit liabilities. Federal Reserve notes, as the
major part of the currency supply, are an im-
portant part of the volume of money in the hands
of the public. Federal Reserve notes are also held
as cash in vault by commercial banks.
Deposits in Federal Reserve Banks are held
almost exclusively by member commercial banks
as reserves behind their deposit liabilities to the
public. The major exception is deposits with
Federal Reserve Banks held by the United States
Government, which are used to make payments
for goods and services. Vault cash held by com-
mercial banks and their deposits with other banks
generally serve as working reserves in the case of
member banks and as both required reserves and
working reserves in the case of nonmember banks.
In general, gold imports and the international
transactions giving rise to them result in an in-
crease not only in gold holdings of the Treasury
but also in gold certificates held by the Federal Re-
serve Banks, in member bank reserve balances,
and in deposits held by the public. In measuring
changes in the volume of money during any period,
it is essential that the direct increase in the money
supply be counted only once—that is, as an increase
in deposits and currency held by the public.
The factors influencing the holding of deposits by
the United States Government differ in some re-
spects from those influencing the holding of deposits
by others. For this reason, it is desirable for some
purposes to exclude Government-held deposits and
consider only money held by consumers and busi-
nesses. Money so held is commonly referred to as
the privately held money supply.
The relative amounts of currency and demand
deposits used as media of exchange depend in large
part on the preferences of the public. Some types of
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transactions—notably small purchases at stores and
some wage payments—are typically settled by means
of currency. By far the larger part of dollar trans-
actions is settled by the transfer of demand deposits
through checks. The relative importance of the
two media of exchange is also influenced by other
factors, including interest payments and service
charges on demand deposits, confidence in the
banking system, and the desire for concealing trans-
actions, as well as convenience and safety.
In the 1920's, for example, interest payments on
demand deposits encouraged a growth in their im-
portance relative to currency. Banking difficulties
during the early 1930's resulted in an increase in
the proportion of the means of payment held in the
form of currency; even after confidence in the banks
had been restored, this proportion remained con-
siderably higher than in the predepression period
because of the elimination of interest payments
on demand deposits and the growing prevalence
of service charges on checking accounts. Dur-
ing World War II black market transactions and
disruption of accustomed banking connections for
military personnel and civilian employees in arma-
ment industries resulted in a further increase in
the relative importance of currency. Since the war
the importance of currency has declined, but only
slightly.
Store of purchasing power. As already noted,
money serves as a store of generalized purchasing
power in anticipation of payments in the future.
Assets which best perform this function are those
free from market risk. In order for money to
perform the store-of-purchasing-power function
satisfactorily, it is necessary that its value be rela-
tively stable.
Time and savings deposits as stores of purchasing
power. Media of exchange are not the only as-
sets that serve as stores of purchasing power. In
particular, time and savings deposits held with
commercial and mutual savings banks perform
this function almost as well as demand deposits
or currency.
2 Savings deposits, while not generally
2 The term time deposits, when used without qualification
in the subsequent discussion, will refer to both time de-
posits in a narrow sense, which are payable only at some
specified future date or upon some specified period of notice,
and savings deposits, with respect to which the right to
demand notice is merely reserved by the bank. Savings
deposits constitute the major part of total time and savings
deposits. Because the generally available statistics include
savings deposits as a part of time deposits, this broad usage
of the term time deposits will be adopted except when there
is reference to characteristics unique to savings deposits.
transferable directly as media of exchange in this
country, can usually be converted at will, without
loss, into currency or demand deposits. Although
banks have the legal right to require a period of
notice for the withdrawal of savings deposits, the
practice of paying them on request has become so
common that individual holders may look upon
them as demand assets. Since a part of the desire
for liquidity is thus met, owners of savings de-
posits are willing to hold a smaller amount of
demand deposits and currency relative to their
expenditures than would otherwise be the case.
When deposits expand as a result of commercial
bank lending activity, the initial increase is gen-
erally in demand deposits, since borrowers borrow
in order to make payments. Part of the deposits
thus created may eventually be paid to savers who
prefer to hold them in the form of time deposits.
Factors influencing holdings of time deposits and
of media of exchange. In general, holding of de-
mand deposits and currency is more likely to be in
anticipation of payments in the near future than is
the case for time deposits, while the latter are more
likely to represent an accumulation of semi-perma-
nent savings. Time deposits cannot generally be
transferred as means of payment, while demand de-
posits and currency are less satisfactory than time
deposits for the holding of savings because they do
not yield interest. Since 1933 it has been illegal for
banks to pay interest on demand deposits, and prior
to that time the rate of interest was always con-
siderably lower than on time deposits.
Changes in relative amounts of time and of de-
mand deposits outstanding reflect in part changes
in the relative importance of deposits held awaiting
current use and of those representing semi-per-
manent savings. Such changes also reflect other
factors, including interest rates on time and demand
deposits, service charges on demand deposits, and
provisions concerning withdrawals from time de-
posits (for example, whether the balance is in
practice payable on demand, the number of with-
drawals permitted over a period of time, and
whether there are means for transfer of time
deposits other than through withdrawal and trans-
fer of currency). In the 1920's high rates of in-
terest and lenient withdrawal provisions encour-
aged a rapid growth of time deposits. The shift
by banks in the 1930's to a practice of paying only
a nominal rate of interest or of refusing to accept
time deposits, coupled with the establishment
generally of service charges on small demand
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deposits, caused time deposits to decline and in-
active demand deposits to increase. Recently, in-
creased rates of interest and rather lenient with-
drawal provisions have been a factor in further
growth of time deposits.
Comparison of time deposits with security invest-
ments. In many ways, the holding of savings in the
form of time deposits is similar to their investment
in various types of securities. In either case the
saver, in exchange for an interest return, gives up an
immediate means of payment which becomes avail-
able for use by someone else—in the case of time
deposits, by the commercial or mutual savings bank
and through it by a borrower.
The major difference between time deposits and
other types of high-grade assets lies in the fact that
time deposits are redeemable without risk of loss
and without great delay, whereas most securities
can be liquidated somewhat less readily. Even
this difference between time deposits and other
interest-yielding assets is not clear-cut, however.
Shares in savings and loan associations have come
to be considered as liquid as time deposits. Series
E savings bonds may be redeemed at any time at a
price known in advance, although they yield a
slightly lower return when redeemed prior to
maturity. When prices of marketable Govern-
ment securities were pegged, the term liquid
assets was commonly used to refer to the total of
all United States Government securities, savings
and loan shares, time and demand deposits, and
currency. This total represented all assets which
were at that time readily convertible without penalty
into money.
Marketable securities, including United States
Government as well as other securities, normally
possess liquidity in varying degrees. The liquidity
of such securities varies with changes in rates of
interest and conditions in security markets. Since
a change in the liquidity of these assets affects the
degree to which they can serve as a substitute for
cash balances, such a change in turn affects public
demand for deposits and currency. Under condi-
tions of flexible interest rates and security prices,
the concept of liquid assets is a variable one and de-
pends heavily on the state of market expectations as
to the short-run stability of prices and yields. For
this reason it is difficult to set up any single de-
finition of liquid assets which is valid under chang-
ing market conditions.
Difficulties in separate treatment of time and
demand deposits. In measuring the money supply
of the United States, it is difficult to differentiate be-
tween time and demand deposits because of the
organization of banking. In general, commercial
banks have both time and demand deposit liabili-
ties, and they do not segregate assets behind the
two types of deposits. Thus, it is impossible to
say whether any given asset has been acquired
through the investment of savings entrusted to
the banking system by depositors or through the
creation of demand deposit liabilities. Commer-
cial banks, moreover, are required to hold some
reserves behind time deposits, as well as behind
demand deposits. Consequently, when savers con-
vert demand deposits to time deposits with com-
mercial banks, a part of the funds is tied up as
reserve requirements behind the time deposits. This
affects the quantity of demand deposits which the
banking system can support, as is discussed later.
The problems of the nonsegregation of assets
held by savings and commercial departments and
of the presence of reserve requirements behind
time deposits do not arise in the same way in the
case of time deposits in mutual savings banks. Mu-
tual savings banks usually do not hold demand
deposits. Moreover, deposits in mutual savings
banks are generally not subject to reserve require-
ments, and the cash assets of such banks are held
mainly in the form of deposits with commercial
banks. In the interest of consistency, however, it
is desirable that time deposits in both commercial
and mutual savings banks be considered as having
the same money quality.
Focus of this article. Credit and monetary policy
generally influences the quantity of media of ex-
change outstanding much more directly than the
quantity of other assets held by the public. Ac-
cordingly, attention in this article will be focused
primarily on media of exchange—that is, demand
deposits and currency—and the term money, when
used without qualification, will refer to demand
deposits and currency. Whenever changes in the
amount of time deposits relative to media of ex-
change have an important influence on the liquid-
ity of consumers and businesses, this fact needs
to be borne in mind. Moreover, in any discussion
involving total bank assets, the behavior of time
deposits will be considered because of the non-
segregation of commercial bank assets.
FACTORS DIRECTLY AFFECTING MONEY SUPPLY
Under this country's monetary system the reserve
position of the banking system is a major deter-
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minant of the supply of money. The lending ac-
tivity of commercial banks is the principal source
of new money, and the amount of lending in which
banks can engage is limited by their reserves.
The principal factors besides bank lending which di-
rectly affect the quantity of money are the country's
international financial transactions and reserve bank-
ing transactions with nonbank investors.
Bank lending and the money supply. The public
accepts bank deposits as its major form of money.
In the process of making loans and investments,
commercial banks exchange their liabilities to the
public—deposits—which are accepted as money, for
the public's liabilities to them—loans and invest-
ments—which are not accepted as money. There-
fore, the supply of money expands when banks in-
crease their loans and investments and contracts
when bank loans and investments decline.
When a commercial bank lends to a business
or a consumer, it generally provides the funds in
the form of a deposit credit for the borrower with
itself. Since a borrower usually borrows in order
to make payments, he is likely to write a check
transferring the deposit, in whole or in part, to
a recipient who may keep his deposit in a different
bank. The first bank then loses both the newly
created deposit and an equivalent amount of cash
resources, but the second bank gains them. Like-
wise, when a bank purchases United States Govern-
ment or other securities from a nonbank investor
or the issuer, the seller is paid with a newly created
deposit. If the seller uses a second bank, he im-
mediately deposits the check therein, and again the
deposits as well as the cash assets of the second bank
are increased. No matter how frequently it is
transferred from holder to holder and from bank
to bank, the money created by bank lending and
investing continues in existence until used to repay a
bank loan or to buy securities from a bank.
When a borrower repays a loan to a bank, he
usually pays with a check on his deposit with this
bank. The bank's earning assets and its deposit
liabilities are reduced by the amount of the loan
which is repaid, and there is no offsetting increase
elsewhere. Likewise, when a nonbank investor buys
a security from a bank, he usually makes payment
by drawing down his deposit with some bank in the
system, and this part of deposits then ceases to exist
as part of the money supply.
The close relationship between total deposits and
currency and total loans and investments of com-
mercial and mutual savings banks is illustrated by
the chart. The major dissimilarities in the mag-
nitude of the movements which have occurred
since 1914 took place in the periods 1934-40 and
1943-45, when other factors were of importance
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NOTE.—June 30 data, including both commercial and mutual
savings banks. Deposit and currency series shown for entire
period 1914-52 excludes U. S. Government ^ deposits—that is,
it consists of demand deposits adjusted, time deposits, and
currency outside banks. The other series shown, beginning
with 1940, includes total U. S. Government deposits.
Other factors directly influencing money supply.
Important factors other than bank credit operations
which influence the quantity of money are foreign
transactions, reserve banking transactions with non-
bank investors, and, of less significance, changes in
the amount of silver certificates and other Treasury
currency. Foreign payments to this country, re-
serve banking credit extensions to nonbank in-
vestors, and issues of Treasury currency result di-
rectly in an increase in the volume of money. Since
these changes also affect the reserve positions of
commercial banks, they may result in a multiple
expansion of bank credit. The direct effect, how-
ever, is likely to be of particular importance at a
time when banks prefer to retire indebtedness to the
Federal Reserve System or to build up excess re-
serves rather than expand loans and investments.
Conversely, payments made from this country to
other countries, reductions in reserve banking credit
via nonbank investors, and withdrawals of Treasury
currency result directly in decreases in the money
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supply. Changes in bank capital accounts also have
an influence on the level of deposits.
The amount of money in the hands of con-
sumers and businesses may increase as a result of
the drawing down of Treasury deposits, or de-
crease as a result of the building up of Treasury de-
posits. Such variations in Treasury deposits,
however, are normally associated primarily with
tax payments and therefore are of a seasonal nature.
In the period 1934-40, when the movements of
bank loans and investments and of deposits and
currency held by consumers and businesses were
dissimilar, gold imports accounted directly for a con-
siderable part of the expansion of the money sup-
ply. In the years 1943-45 a part of the monetary
expansion was due directly to purchases of Govern-
ment securities made by the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem in order to supply the reserves needed by
banks to facilitate their purchases of Government
securities and to meet the wartime demands of the
public for currency. Deposits and currency held by
consumers and businesses continued to increase after
the war, even though total bank loans and invest-
ments declined somewhat before resuming their
expansion. During this period the Treasury drew
down its abnormally large wartime deposits partly
to make current payments or to repay debt to non-
bank investors and partly to retire bank-held debt,
and banks in turn substituted loans to consumers
and businesses for part of their holdings of Govern-
ment securities.
INFLUENCE OF BANK RESERVES ON DEPOSITS
Commercial banks are required by law to hold
minimum reserves equal to a stated fraction of
their deposit liabilities. Thus, the amount of
deposits that the banking system can support
depends on both the amount of reserves and the
percentage reserve requirements. A net increase
of reserves would make possible a multiple expan-
sion of deposits, while a decrease in reserves, in the
absence of excess reserves or a source of new
reserves, would require a multiple contraction of
deposits.
Member banks of the Federal Reserve System,
which have about 85 per cent of the demand deposits
of all banks in the United States, must hold their
legally required reserves in the form of deposits
with Federal Reserve Banks. Nonmember banks
generally hold a large part of their reserves as
deposits with member banks. In this discussion
attention will be focused on the reserves of member
banks. If member banks expand deposits on the
basis of increased reserves, nonmember banks will
generally find themselves with larger reserves and
hence be in a position to expand deposits also.
Factors affecting the volume of reserves. The
most important domestic factor influencing the level
of bank reserves is changes in the amount of Fed-
eral Reserve credit outstanding. Such changes may
offset the effects of changes in other factors that
influence the level of reserves or they may result
in an increase or a decrease in total reserves. As
will be explained later, changes in the quantity
of Federal Reserve credit occur immediately at
the initiative either of the Federal Reserve System
or of bank borrowers. Since Federal Reserve Banks
make payment to borrowers or to sellers of invest-
ment securities by creating deposit liabilities, the
Federal Reserve System can supply additional
reserves by making advances to banks or by
buying securities from either bank or nonbank
investors. Since nonbank investors hold their
deposits with commercial banks, they build up
their deposits with commercial banks when they
sell securities which are bought by the Federal
Reserve System, and commercial banks in turn
receive increased deposits with Federal Reserve
Banks. The Federal Reserve can absorb reserves
by selling securities or by bringing about a decline
in bank borrowing.
Another important factor influencing bank re-
serves is changes in the amount of currency held
by the public. Member banks meet the cur-
rency needs of their depositors by drawing down
their reserve balances with the Federal Reserve
Banks, and they return currency not needed by
depositing it with the Reserve Banks. Thus an in-
crease in the amount of currency held by the public
exerts a drain on bank reserves, while a decline
supplies the banks with reserves.
Changes in deposits of the Treasury with Fed-
eral Reserve Banks also affect the volume of bank
reserves. The Treasury, however, endeavors to
manage the distribution of its deposits between
commercial banks and Federal Reserve Banks in
such a way as to minimize the effect on bank
reserves of the fluctuations in Treasury receipts and
expenditures. Changes in cash held by the Treasury
in its own vaults and also in Treasury currency out-
standing affect the level of bank reserves, but such
changes are generally small.
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Another domestic factor influencing the level of
bank reserves is the amount of credit extended by
Federal Reserve Banks in connection with the
clearance of checks. This type of credit, which is
generally referred to as "float," arises because the
accounts of commercial banks at Reserve Banks
are credited for checks which are deposited before
these checks are actually collected from the banks
on which they are drawn. Although the amount
of float has increased in recent years, it fluctuates
mainly with seasonal factors.
The most important international factor affecting
the amount of bank reserves is the movement of
gold arising from surpluses or deficits in the coun-
try's international accounts. The Treasury pays for
gold by drawing down its deposits with the Federal
Reserve Banks, which it then replenishes by issuing
gold certificates to the Federal Reserve Banks. Thus
an inflow of gold and the transactions giving rise
to it result in additional deposits and bank reserves,
while an outflow of gold contracts deposits and bank
reserves. The amount of gold certificates held also
places a ceiling on the volume of credit that can be
extended by the Federal Reserve System, under its
reserve requirements, without penalty. In general,
however, this reserve ratio has not been a limiting
factor, and credit and monetary policies have been
determined by the needs of the economy rather
than the amount of gold certificates held.
Multiple deposit expansion. At the present time,
member banks of the Federal Reserve System are
required to hold reserves behind demand deposits
which range from 14 to 24 per cent, depending
on whether the bank is classified as a country bank,
a reserve city bank, or a central reserve city bank.
Since the reserve requirements average slightly
under 20 per cent, member bank demand deposits
can expand (assuming adequate demand for bank
credit) by about five times the amount of any net
increase in bank reserves. This means that demand
deposit liabilities of member banks as a group can
rise at the rate of about $500 for every $100 added
to reserves. Conversely, a decrease in reserves
of $100 would require a contraction in demand
deposits of about $500 under present reserve re-
quirements, unless banks were operating with ex-
cess reserves greater than necessary for working
purposes or responded by borrowing from the
Federal Reserve Banks. If reserve requirements
were 10 per cent, an increase or decrease of $100
in reserves would tend to be accompanied by an
increase or decrease of $1,000 in demand deposits.
Although the banking system as a whole can
expand deposits by a multiple of the increase in re-
serves, this is not true of a single bank. Each
bank in a unit banking system, such as that of the
United States, is free to lend only such funds as it
acquires from its depositors or its stockholders.
Deposits originating in loans and investments sel-
dom stay with the bank of origin but move from
one bank to another in the course of business. A
bank's new loans thus tend to increase the calls on
it for cash and thereby to reduce its cash resources.
At the same time, however, if the banking system
as a whole is expanding loans and investments, this
bank is likely to be receiving new deposits and cash
assets from other banks. Thus the deposits and the
reserves do not leave the banking system but are
merely transferred from bank to bank, and the
banking system as a whole can and does expand
money by a multiple of its reserves.
The chart on the following page illustrates the
process by which an increase in reserves of 20 mil-
lion dollars arising, say, from a gold inflow can
eventuate in an increase in demand deposits of
100 million. For purposes of convenience, it is
assumed that each individual bank is subject to
reserve requirements of 20 per cent and that no
newly created demand deposits are converted into
currency or time deposits. It is also assumed that
banks do not use the reserves acquired either to
repay indebtedness to Federal Reserve Banks or to
build up excess reserves.
The inflow of gold results in an increase of
$20,000,000 in the demand deposits of a commercial
bank, shown as Bank A on the chart. This increase
in deposits is shown by the first (hollow) bar for
Bank A. The inflow also provides Bank A with
additional reserves totaling $20,000,000. Behind
the $20,000,000 of deposits only $4,000,000 of addi-
tional reserves are required, however; these are
shown as the black section of the second bar for
Bank A. Hence the bank can lend or invest the
remaining $16,000,000, as shown by the cross-
hatched section of the second bar for Bank A.
If loans were made to customers, these loans
would result immediately in a further increase in
demand deposits as well as earning assets of Bank
A. The checks written by borrowers, however,
would probably be deposited in other banks. For
purposes of simplicity, it is assumed her.e that all
demand deposits resulting from the expansion of
loans and investments by Bank A are transferred
immediately to Bank B, increasing its deposits
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and its reserves. The resulting increase of demand
deposits—$16,000,000—is shown by the first (hol-
low) bar for Bank B. The total increase of de-
posits thus far is $36,000,000—the original in-
crease of $20,000,000 resulting from the gold in-
flow and the increase of $16,000,000 resulting from
the lending and investing activities of Bank A.
This cumulation is shown in the chart by the
dashed bar for A's deposits on top of B's deposits.
Behind the increase of $16,000,000 in its deposits,
Bank B requires $3,200,000 in additional reserves,
and it can lend $12,800,000. The demand de-
posits thus created are transferred, it is assumed,
to Bank C. The total increase in demand deposits
becomes $48,800,000, which is shown by the dashed
bar on top of C's deposits. Bank C requires $2,560,-
000 of additional reserves behind the $12,800,000 in
new deposits and can lend $10,240,000.
If the process continues to its conclusion,
with each bank lending the reserve funds which
it has left after meeting the additional reserve re-
quirements behind its increased deposits, deposits
of all banks will increase by 100 million dollars,
as shown in the last hollow bar of the chart; of
this increase, 20 million can be attributed directly
to the gold inflow and 80 million to the expansion
in bank loans and investments. Loans and invest-
ments will expand by 80 million. The entire in-
crease in reserves of 20 million will be absorbed by
the additional reserve requirements behind the 100
million increase in demand deposits.
Conversely, a decrease of 20 million dollars in
reserves would result in a decrease of 100 million
in demand deposits, assuming that banks are op-
erating without excess reserves and that no new
reserves are acquired from other sources—for ex-
ample, by borrowing from Federal Reserve Banks.
If Bank A lost $20,000,000 in reserves and de-
posits through a gold outflow, it would find itself
with a reserve deficiency of $16,000,000. If it
raised this amount, say by selling securities to de-
positors in Bank B, Bank B would have a reserve
deficiency of $12,800,000, which it might replenish
by selling securities to depositors in Bank C. The
net result of the entire process of contraction would
be a decline of 100 million dollars in demand de-
posits, of 80 million in loans and investments, and
of 20 million in required reserves.
The 5 to 1 ratio used in computing the potential
for bank deposit expansion (or contraction) on the
basis of a given initial change in reserves is, of
course, only a rough average. It is subject to
modification, in particular because of the probabil-
ity that increases or decreases in demand deposits
will be accompanied by changes in the same direc-
tion in the demand for currency and time deposits,
which influence the average reserve requirements
behind the money supply. The limit on deposit
expansion is also influenced by the fact that non-
member banks generally hold reserves partly in
the form of deposits with member banks and that
reserve requirements vary among member banks.
If expansion of the total money supply is ac-
companied by an increase in the dollar volume of
transactions, it will generally lead to additional
demand for currency for retail transactions and for
wage payments. Since demand for currency in-
volves a drain of equal amount on commercial
bank reserves, this demand reduces the potential
for expansion on the basis of a given initial increase
in reserves.
It is probable also that some of the newly cre-
ated deposits will find their way into the hands
of savers who will convert them into time
deposits. Time deposit liabilities of member
banks of the Federal Reserve System are subject
to reserve requirements which are now set at
6 per cent. Conversions of demand to time
deposits therefore result in a decline in the po-
tential for expansion of demand deposits but an
increase in the potential for expansion of total
deposits. Thus, the conversion of $100 in demand
deposits to time deposits would free $14 in reserves
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(the difference between $20 required behind $100
in demand deposits and $6 required behind $100
in time deposits). These reserves could form the
basis for $70 of demand deposits.
3
FACTORS INFLUENCING NEED FOR MONEY
The amount of money, while by no means the
sole factor influencing expenditures in the econ-
omy, nevertheless has an important effect on
levels of economic activity and prices.
Relation between volume of money and expendi-
tures. Total expenditures vary both with the
amount of money and with the frequency of use,
or turnover, of the existing supply. Businesses and
consumers need to hold some minimum cash bal-
ance in relation to their transactions in order to
facilitate the execution of such transactions. The
amount required for this purpose depends on such
factors as the regularity of income and expenditures
and the length of the average income period, as well
as on the volume of transactions. The quantity of
cash balances which businesses and consumers may
wish to hold in excess of the necessary minimum
depends on many factors, among which are the
level of interest rates, the ease or difficulty of bor-
rowing, and anticipations of future income and
prices. The relationship between the total amount
of money demanded and total money transactions
varies from time to time with changes in all these
factors.
To some extent, an increase or decrease in ex-
penditures resulting from changes in the intensity
of use of the money supply can be offset by changes
in the opposite direction in the quantity of money.
Thus, if recipients of money are building up in-
active balances in order to increase their liquidity,
an increase in the supply of money may meet this
demand for liquidity and allow expenditures to
be maintained. On the other hand, if businesses
and consumers are drawing down idle balances
to make expenditures, the resulting expansion in
expenditures may be offset in part by a decrease
in the volume of money.
It is difficult to trace what happens to new money
that is introduced into the monetary system, and
hence to judge with accuracy its long-range effect
on expenditures. It is important to observe, how-
3 In the past, expansion ratios have generally been cited for
total deposits rather than for demand deposits alone. Aver-
age reserve requirements behind total deposits of member
commercial banks are now about 16 per cent, the equivalent
of an expansion potential of about 6 times.
ever, that changes in the volume of money are
generally associated directly with changes in ex-
penditures. Thus when a businessman or a con-
sumer borrows from a bank, he does so in order
to make an expenditure. Whether the recipient
also spends the money at once or holds it for
later spending, there has been an increase in
expenditures made possible by commercial bank
lending. Likewise, if a savings institution is en-
abled to make a loan by selling Government
securities which are bought by the banking sys-
tem, the borrower who thereby obtains funds
generally increases his expenditures. This direct
increase in expenditures may be of particular im-
portance when short-run changes in the money
supply are considered. Conversely, when a bor-
rower repays a bank loan, the funds available to
him for expenditures are reduced.
From the standpoint of stability, an economy
needs a volume of money sufficient to support
the volume of spending necessary to maintain
a high level of production and employment, with-
out leading to undue speculation or to spending
at a rate which would outstrip the supply of avail-
able goods at prevailing prices. Judged from this
standpoint, the amount of money required varies
with the productive capacity of the economy, with
the state of business expectations, with changes in
the demand for liquidity on the part of businesses
and consumers, with economic dislocations of var-
ious kinds, and with seasonal factors.
Need of expanding economy for increased money
supply. An economy which is expanding requires
an increasing supply of money to facilitate its
growing volume of transactions. If prices are not
to decline, the money supply will have to expand to
meet the increased needs for cash balances resulting
from the additions to productive capacity and from
the growing complexity of economic organization.
In the past banks have met this need by supplying
the credit demands of their customers, especially
of businesses engaged in agriculture, commerce,
and industry. More recently, an important part of
the increase in the money supply has resulted from
bank response to demand for credit by the United
States Government and by customers borrowing
to finance consumption expenditures.
Changing need for money over business cycles.
The demand for cash balances in relation to trans-
actions does not generally remain constant over
business cycles. On the contrary, there are re-
current periods of pressure for increased or de-
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creased holdings of money on the part of businesses
and consumers.
In a period of recession, decline in business ac-
tivity is typically accompanied by both a decline in
the quantity of money and a decline in its turnover,
as many recipients keep a larger volume of money
inactive or use a greater part of their receipts to
repay bank loans. This situation may be expected,
for example, when the attractiveness of business
investment opportunities temporarily declines or
when consumer demand for durable goods tempo-
rarily slows up, although the resulting decline in
expenditures may be moderated by an appropriate
credit and monetary policy. In some cases, how-
ever, uncertainty concerning future income and
prices, and concerning the ability to raise funds
through loans or through sales of securities, may
result in an attempt on the part of businesses and
consumers to build up their cash balances further
in relation to their expenditures.
In the absence of an increase in the money supply,
increased holdings of inactive cash cannot result in
an increase in the total amount of cash balances
held but only in a redistribution of the money sup-
ply between active and inactive balances. Such a
redistribution will result in a further decrease in the
demand for goods, with an adverse effect on produc-
tion and employment and a tendency for prices
to decline. In the interest of checking such de-
creases, and counteracting greater economic in-
stability, it is desirable that an additional supply
of money be made available to offset the effect
of the increased demand for inactive balances.
During a period of economic revival, when in-
vestment opportunities become more attractive or
demand for consumer durable goods expands, busi-
nesses and consumers both increase their borrow-
ings from commercial banks and draw down inac-
tive balances. The resulting increase in expendi-
tures has the favorable result of bringing about the
employment of previously unemployed, or under-
employed, labor and machinery. If expenditures
continue to increase after productive facilities are
fully utilized, however, they will be reflected only
in price increases and speculative activities. The
increase in prices and the expectation of further
increases may in turn induce others to spend their
receipts more promptly or to activate idle balances,
thus intensifying the upward pressure on prices.
At such times, restraining the expansion of the
money supply would help to curb expenditures.
RATIO OF DEMAND DEPOSITS AND CURRENCY





NOTE.—Ratio of demand deposits adjusted and currency
outside banks as of June 30 to gross national product for
calendar year. Gross national product estimates beginning
in 1929 are from U. S. Department of Commerce and prior to
1929 were compiled by Mary S. Painter and published in
Federal Reserve BULLETIN for September 1945, p. 873.
The relationship of the amount of money to
the volume of expenditures is illustrated by the
ratio of total demand deposits and currency to
gross national product, shown in the chart.
Since gross national product measures only the
dollar value of goods and services produced and
not total money outlays, changes in this ratio do
not correspond precisely to changes in the relation-
ship between cash balances and expenditures.
Changes in the ratio shown over periods of a few
years, however, are generally indicative of changes
in the willingness of the public to hold deposits and
currency. Worthy of note are the increase in the
ratio in the period 1930-32, when the pressure for
liquidity was exceptionally great, and its subse-
quent failure to decline to the earlier level as invest-
ment opportunities remained unattractive in the
latter 1930's. Also of interest are the increase in the
ratio during World War II, when shortages of
goods, rationing, and patriotic motives kept ex-
penditures from increasing at the same pace as the
increase in the quantity of money, and the decline
in the ratio after 1946 as deposits which had been
held inactive were spent.
REGULATION OF MONEY SUPPLY
Changes in the quantity of money that reflected
only changing demands for credit by businesses,
consumers, and governments and changing bank
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judgments of creditworthiness would tend to be
cumulative, first expanding and then contracting
unduly. These increases or decreases in the volume
of money would reinforce changes in the turnover
of money, and movements of prices and produc-
tion would be accelerated. It is the function of
reserve banking, by regulating the volume of bank
reserves, to counteract the tendency for excessive
swings in the volume of money.
Tendency for excessive changes in money volume
over business cycles. When the demand for goods
is increasing and prices are rising, the demand for
loans on the part of both businesses and consumers
is likely to increase. At the same time, bankers'
standards of creditworthiness are likely to become
less rigorous and more borrowers are likely to meet
any given standard. If the expansion in the supply
and use of money exceeds the increase in the supply
of goods and services resulting from increased
employment, then higher prices result. Rising
prices lead in succession to increased demand for
loans, more favorable credit ratings, and, if reserve
funds are freely available to banks, to more money.
Conversely, when there is a decline in the de-
mand for goods and in employment, the demand
for loans on the part of creditworthy borrowers
will generally decline, and at the same time banks
will become more pessimistic regarding credit rat-
ings and more applicants will fall into high-risk
categories. The resulting decrease in the quantity
of money may contribute to a further decline in
demand, employment, and income, and to still
further contraction of the money supply.
In wartime, there is special danger that the in-
crease in the volume of money may be excessive. In
the absence of restrictions of any kind, credit de-
mands may arise not only from the Government
and from industries producing war goods but
also from other industries profiting from the gen-
eral increase in income and expenditures. It has
generally been found desirable to ration scarce
productive resources under such circumstances,
thus not only assuring greater availability of these
resources for essential wartime uses but also cut-
ting down on the demand for loans. Under any
circumstances, however, the additional demand for
bank credit during war is likely to be far in excess
of that needed to supply the increased monetary
needs of the economy. Even if it were possible by
means of direct controls and appeal to patriotic
motives to restrain temporarily the expenditure of
the larger cash balances, problems would be likely
to develop later as the result of excessive liquidity.
Moderation of changes in money supply through
reserve banking. Modern nations have set up
various forms of centralized mechanisms in order
to moderate fluctuations in the volume of credit
and money. Because of the dependence of bank
lending capacity on the reserve position of banks,
lending activities of banks can be affected by in-
fluencing their reserve positions. Reserve posi-
tions can be eased when depression threatens and
the decline in the money supply should be retarded;
they can be tightened when an inflationary boom
threatens and there needs to be a check on the
expansion of credit and money. In the United
States, the Federal Reserve System through its
operations can act to offset the effects of gold and
currency movements when such movements tend
to result in undesirable expansion or contraction
of the money supply. It can also act to bring about
a change in the amount of bank reserves when
other factors, such as changes in the intensity of
use of existing deposits by the public or changes
in the willingness of banks to hold excess reserves
or in their pressure to repay borrowings, make a
change in the reserve position desirable.
One means by which the Reserve System can
influence bank reserve positions is through its
handling of the discount mechanism by which it
lends to member banks. Reserve funds acquired
through borrowing at the Federal Reserve Banks
are residual funds for member banks; it is to this
source that banks resort when they find themselves
with temporary reserve deficiencies for any reason.
When a bank is obliged to borrow to maintain
its reserves, it tends to be more restrained in credit
operations than when reserves are otherwise avail-
able. As total bank borrowing tends to increase—
that is, as more banks borrow at any one time and
as individual banks resort to borrowing more fre-
quently and for larger amounts—the strength of
this restraint multiplies. By raising the discount
rate, the Federal Reserve can reinforce bank reluct-
ance to increase reserves through borrowing; by
lowering the rate, the System can lessen somewhat
the reluctance of banks to borrow when it is neces-
sary to make adjustments in reserve positions.
Another and closely related way in which re-
serve banking operations can expand or contract
bank reserves is through purchases and sales of
eligible paper or securities in the market. Actually,
the Reserve System does this largely through opera-
tions in United States Government securities. As
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has already been indicated, i£ the Federal Reserve
System purchases Government securities from bank
or nonbank investors, it supplies the banking sys-
tem with the reserve basis for multiple deposit
expansion. Although the reserve funds may be used
immediately to build up excess reserves or to repay
indebtedness to the Reserve Banks, the increased
liquidity of the banks will make them more
willing to accommodate the credit demands of
their customers. Contrariwise, when the Federal
Reserve System sells securities, bank reserves are
reduced. Unless the banking system has been
operating with excess reserves, available reserves
will no longer meet the legal requirements and the
commercial banks will be obliged to replenish
reserves by borrowing temporarily from the Re-
serve Banks. As such borrowing occurs or in-
creases, banks will be under pressure to retard the
expansion of credit and money.
As has already been noted, Reserve Bank trans-
actions in Government securities with nonbank in-
vestors have a direct effect on the volume of money
which is independent of action by commercial
banks. Even without a response by banks, there-
fore, the System is able to operate directly to change
the quantity of money. The multiple effect of such
open market transactions on the money supply,
however, depends on their effect on bank reserves
and the response of bank lending policies to in-
creases or decreases in the volume of reserves.
Reserve banking policy can also affect the re-
serve position of banks by altering, within limits
set by statute, the percentage of deposits that banks
are required to hold in reserves. If reserve require-
ments are lowered, reserves are freed and the stage
is set for a process of multiple deposit expansion.
If reserve requirements are raised and there are no
excess reserves, new reserves must be acquired or
deposits must be reduced until the available reserves
meet the requirements. Even if changed reserve
requirements are offset temporarily by changes in
bank borrowing or in excess reserves, the result-
ing change in bank liquidity will have an important
influence on the willingness of banks to respond
to the credit demands of their customers. At the
present time, the potentialities of Federal Reserve
action through changes in reserve requirements are
almost altogether in the direction of easing reserve
positions, for reserve requirements are already at
the legal maximum for all member banks except
for a relatively small leeway in authority to raise
requirements further at central reserve city banks.
The discount mechanism, open market operations,
and changes in reserve requirements are all instru-
ments of credit and monetary policy which oper-
ate primarily through their effect on bank reserves
and consequently affect credit in general. Although
these instruments differ from one another in their
applicability to short-term credit conditions, they
are closely interrelated and hence need to be com-
bined in an integrated policy. The individual
instruments and the relationship among them will
be considered in detail in subsequent articles.
The Federal Reserve System also has authority
to regulate the use of credit for the purpose of
purchasing or carrying listed securities. It has
also had in the past authority to regulate the terms
for the extension of consumer instalment and
real estate credit. This type of selective credit
influence does not operate through bank reserves
and affects the volume of money indirectly. It
is not intended to treat the role of selective credit
measures in detail in this series of articles.
In addition to their influence on bank reserve
positions and through them on the volume of money,
reserve banking policies also have important ef-
fects on the intensity of use of the money supply
through their influence on business anticipations
and on the liquidity of various assets other than
money. Changed expectations concerning future
economic conditions on the part of financial in-
stitutions, businesses, and consumers can increase
or reduce their desires to hold cash. At the same
time, capital values are affected by changes in con-
ditions in the security markets which accompany
changes in credit policies, and thus the liquidity of
major sectors of the economy is increased or re-
duced. In particular, during a period of infla-
tionary pressures, credit and monetary policies
which lead to uncertainty as to the future avail-
ability of credit and the stability of capital values
can dampen the willingness of lenders to lend,
borrowers to borrow, and holders of cash balances
to spend. In periods of deflation, action to stimu-
late confidence as to future credit and monetary
ease tends to relieve the strain on liquidity posi-
tions and to promote more active use of money.
The broad effects of reserve banking policies will
be discussed in the next article.
Reprints of this article are available upon request
from the Division of Administrative Services, Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Wash-
ington 25, D. C.
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